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Introduction

A product of two totally ordered spaces has a certain “flatness”. If both factors are
compact totally ordered spaces, we may picture the space as a flattened handker-
chief. If the factors are totally ordered but not both compact, we may picture the
space as a “threadbare handkerchief”, that is, a handkerchief with some vertical
or horizontal threads removed. To compactify such a space topologically, without
regard to the order structure, one could restore a missing thread with a single
thread or (in some cases) with two threads and one could “drawstring” restored
threads, using a short thread to serve as limits of a long open edge. In Section 1
we will present some conditions determining whether or notX × Y has a smallest
ordered compactification. We will see that for threads removed from the center of
a handkerchief, the order on points of the base space on either side of the missing
thread effectively staple the handkerchief flat and allow only a limited amount of
identification of points of the restored threads. For missing outside edge threads,
points of the base space are on only one side of the restored thread, so the order
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does not pin down these edge points as much, and some “drawstringing” is possible
along these outer edges. If the northern and western outer edges of the handkerchief
are missing, restoring the threads gives a northwest corner pointnw that is neither
above nor below any point of the base space. Thus, the order on the base space does
not pin down the pointnw at all, and this corner may be folded over to be identified
with any point of any restored thread. In Section 2, we will focus on the basic case
of a handkerchief with a single thread removed from the middle. This basic case
will be used in Section 3 to develop techniques for describing more general cases.

Thedecreasing hullof a subsetA of a poset(X,≤) is dX(A) = {x ∈ X : ∃a ∈
A with x ≤ a}. If the posetX is clear from the context, we may writed(A) for
dX(A). A setA is decreasingif A = d(A). Increasing hullsi(A) and increasing
sets are defined dually. A set ismonotoneif it is either increasing or decreasing.
A setA is ≤-convexif A = i(A) ∩ d(A). Pointsx, y ∈ X arenon-comparable,
denotedx ‖ y, if x 6≤ y andy 6≤ x. If (X,≤) is a totally ordered set anda ∈ X, we
may denote the raysi(a) andi(a) \ {a} by [a,→) and(a,→), respectively.

An ordered(topological) spaceis a triple (X, τ,≤) whereX is a set,≤ is a
partial order onX, andτ is a topology onX having a base of≤-convex sets. A
natural compatibility condition between the topologyτ and order≤ of an ordered
space is theT2-ordered property, which is satisfied if the graph of≤ is closed in the
product(X, τ) × (X, τ). A compactT2-ordered space(γX, τγ ,≤γ ) is anordered
compactificationof the ordered space(X, τ,≤) if (X, τ) is (homeomorphic to) a
dense subspace of the compact space(γX, τγ ) and≤γ restricted toX is≤. The set
of all ordered compactifications of(X, τ,≤) is denotedKo(X) and can be ordered
by (γX, τγ ,≤γ ) ≤ (δX, τδ,≤δ) if there exists a continuous increasing function
f : δX → γX that leaves each point ofX fixed. With this partial order,Ko(X)

is a complete∨-semilattice with largest elementβoX, theStone–̌Cech ordered-or
Nachbin-compactification(see [8]). IfγX is any compactification ofX, then the
subspaceγX \X of γX is called theremainderassociated withγX.

If (X, τ,≤) is an ordered topological space whose order≤ is a total order,
i.e., if (X, τ,≤) is a totally ordered space,then the problem of characterizing the
ordered compactifications ofX is greatly simplified. Such characterizations appear
in Blatter [1] and Kent and Richmond [5]. IfX is a totally ordered space, the latter
paper characterizes the points ofβoX \ X as the convex hulls of nonconvergent
ultrafilters onX, which are calledsingularities. We will follow the terminology
given in [5] but rather than repeat the technical definitions of singularities, we will
provide characterizations of them. Often we will not distinguish between a singu-
larity, which is a nonconvergent ultrafilter onX, and the limit of the singularity in
βoX. If α ∈ βoX \ X andα is the maximum (minimum) element ofβoX, then
we sayα is anunbounded increasing(decreasing) simple singularityof X. The
adjective “simple” indicates that the pointα ∈ βoX \X may not be identified with
any other remainder points ofβoX \X to form smaller ordered compactifications.
The adjective “increasing” indicates thatα is the limit of a net (or ultrafilter) from
below. There may also besimple bounded singularitieson X which introduce a
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remainder point, neither maximun nor minimum inβoX, which can not be iden-
tified with other remainder points to form any smaller ordered compactification.
Essential singularitiesalways occur in pairs{α−, α+}, with α− increasing andα+
decreasing, and have the property that theessential pair{α−, α+} ⊆ βoX \ X
may be identified to a single point to form a smaller ordered compactification
of X. A simple example will serve to illustrate these ideas. Consider the subset
X = (0,1) ∪ (2,3] ∪ (4,5) of the real line with the usual topology and order.
Now βoX = X ∪ {0,1,2,4,5} with the subspace topology and order from the real
line. Now 0 ∈ βoX \ X is (the limit of) an unbounded decreasing simple singu-
larity, 5 ∈ βoX \ X is (the limit of) an unbounded increasing simple singularity,
4 ∈ βoX\X is (the limit of) a bounded decreasing simple singularity, and the points
{1,2} ⊂ βoX \X form an essential pair of singularities. (Observe that identifying
1 and 2 inβoX gives a smaller ordered compactification ofX.)

For any ordered spaceX, the ordered compactifications ofX are obtained by
identifying the remainder points ofβoX and/or adding some additional order. The
additional order can only be between remainder points and the base space or be-
tween remainder points. If the underlying topological compactifications are the
same, the ordered compactification with the larger order is the smaller ordered
compactification.

1. Identification of Points in αX × ηY
Throughout, we assume thatX andY are totally ordered spaces. We start with an
ordered compactification ofX × Y of the formαX × ηY whereαX andηY are
ordered compactifications ofX andY , respectively, and consider ordered compact-
ifications ofX × Y smaller thanαX × ηY . If we wanted to describe as much of
the semilatticeKo(X × Y ) as possible, we would takeαX × ηY = βoX × βoY ,
and in caseβoX × βoY = βo(X × Y ), we would have a description of the entire
semilatticeKo(X×Y ). Necessary and sufficient conditions forβoX×βoY to equal
βo(X × Y ) (whereX andY are totally ordered spaces) are given in [4].

Identifying any pair of compactification points from a topological compacti-
fication results in a topological compactification. Thus, only the order properties
restrict identification of points. Specifically, any identification of remainder points
(and the resulting transitivity) must maintain a partial order that extends that of
X×Y and isT2-ordered. We observe that to maintain theT2-ordered property, only
convex sets inαX × ηY consisting entirely of remainder points may be identified
to a point.

We first consider identification of remainder points arising from unbounded
singularities. If such singularities exist, let us denote the (limit of the) increasing
unbounded singularity ofX by∞X and denote the decreasing unbounded singular-
ity of X by−∞X, with∞Y and−∞Y defined similarly. If the relevant singularities
exist, we will callT = αX × {∞Y } the top edgeof αX × ηY , B = αX × {−∞Y }
the bottom edgeof αX × ηY , L = {−∞X} × ηY the left edgeof αX × ηY ,
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andR = {∞X} × ηY the right edgeof αX × ηY . Since there are no points of
X × Y greater than the points ofT ∪ R or less than the points ofB ∪ L, the
points of these edges are not as fixed by the order onX × Y as points ofαX× ηY
which are between points ofX × Y . Thus, additional identifications among these
points will be possible. In the proposition below, we will interpretT,B,L, or R
to be∅ if the corresponding unbounded singularity does not exist. In the following
results, we will allow the possibility that some identification has already taken
place among remainder points. Thus, we will consider ordered compactifications
γ (X × Y ) ≤ αX × ηY . If f:αX × ηY → γ (X × Y ) is the natural quotient map,
we will denotef −1({p}) by [p]. Forp ∈ γ (X × Y ) we will write p ∈ T to mean
[p] ⊆ T , and similar conventions apply forB,L, andR.

The following proposition says that any convex closed subset ofT ∪ R or of
B ∪ L can be identified to a point.

PROPOSITION 1.1.Supposeγ (X× Y ) ≤ αX× ηY is an ordered compactifica-
tion ofX× Y . LetC be a closed convex subset ofγ (X× Y ) with [C] ⊆ T ∪R (or
[C] ⊆ B ∪ L). CollapseC to a pointC and order the quotient spaceδ(X × Y ) =
γ (X × Y )/{C} by takingx ≤δ y iff x ≤ y or there existc, c′ ∈ C with x ≤ c and
c′ ≤ y. Thenδ(X × Y ) is aT2-ordered compactification ofX × Y .

Proof. First note that the relation described is antisymmetric, forx ≤δ C and
C ≤δ x imply by the convexity ofC thatC =δ x. Thus,≤δ is a partial order.
Observe that ifc′ ∈ C ⊆ T ∪ R, thenc′ ≤ y impliesy ∈ T ∪ R. Thus, the new
order introduced by≤δ does not involve two points ofX × Y , so≤δ extends the
order onX × Y . It remains to verify thatδ(X × Y ) is T2-ordered. Ifx 6≤δ y and
x, y 6=δ C, thenx 6≤ y and eitheri(x) or d(y) is disjoint fromC. If i(x) ∩ C =
∅, then i(x) ∩ [d(C) ∪ d(y)] = ∅ in γ (X × Y ). But since{x}, {y} andC are
compact,i(x) andd(C)∪ d(y) are closed (p. 44, [8]). Now we may separate these
disjoint oppositely directed monotone closed sets in theT4-ordered spaceγ (X×Y )
by disjoint open monotone sets. Since these sets are saturated (one completely
containsC), these open sets separatex andy in δ(X × Y ) afterC is collapsed to
the pointC. If x 6≤δ C, theni(x) ∩ C = ∅, and the argument for this case and its
dual is similar to the previous case. 2
One immediate result of the proposition above is that any single edgeT,B,L, orR
of αX×ηY may be identified to a point, resulting in aT2-ordered compactification
of X × Y .

COROLLARY 1.2. If X has a decreasing unbounded singularity andY has an in-
creasing unbounded singularity, then thenKo(X×Y ) is not a lattice. In particular,
X × Y has no smallest ordered compactification.

Proof. Identifying the top edgeT of βoX × βoY to a point gives an ordered
compactification ofX × Y , as does identifying the left edgeL. These two ordered
compactifications have no lower bounds inKo(X × Y ), since identifyingT ∪ L to
a point destroys the order onX × Y . 2
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A natural related question that remains open is whether any quotient ofαX × ηY
that gives a topological compactification ofX × Y (i.e., anyT2-quotient, or any
upper semicontinuous quotient) whose non-singleton blocks are convex subsets
of αX × ηY completely contained in eitherT ∪ R or B ∪ L gives an ordered
compactification ofX × Y .

If X has an unbounded decreasing singularity andY has an unbounded increas-
ing singularity, the northwest corner point(−∞X,∞Y ) of γ (X×Y ) has a remain-
der point for each coordinate. If this occurs, we say the pointnw = (−∞X,∞Y )

exists.Likewise, saying that the southeast corner pointse = (∞X,−∞Y ) exists
implies thatX has an unbounded increasing singularity andY has an unbounded
decreasing singularity.

PROPOSITION 1.3.Supposeγ (X × Y ) ≤ αX × ηY is an ordered compactifi-
cation ofX × Y and the northwest corner pointnw = (−∞X,∞Y ) of γ (X × Y )
exists. Then for any remainder pointp of γ (X× Y ) \ (X× Y ), there is an ordered
compactification ofX × Y in whichp andnw are identified. The dual statement
holds if the southeast cornerse exists.

Proof.Notice that{nw,p} is convex ifp /∈ T∪L. If p ∈ T∪L (orp ∈ B∪R, for
that matter), thennw andp may be identified along with a closed convex segment
by Proposition 1.1. IfC = {nw,p} is convex, then the details of the proof of
Proposition 1.1 can be repeated to verify thatδ(X × Y ) = γ (X × Y )/{C} is an
ordered compactification ofX × Y . 2

Identification of remainder points of the top edgeT generally are restricted, as the
following proposition shows.

PROPOSITION 1.4.Let γ (X × Y ) ≤ αX × ηY be an ordered compactification
of X × Y . Supposet ∈ T \ L is a top remainder point(6= nw). Thent may be
identified with another remainder pointp of γ (X × Y ) (possibly along with other
points) if and only ifp ∈ T ∪ R.

Proof. From Proposition 1.1,t andp may be identified along with a convex
subset ofT ∪R if p ∈ T ∪R. If p ∈ L \ T , then there exist noncomparable points
of X × Y in the convex hull (inγ (X × Y )) of {p, t}, so identifyingp andt would
introduce new order onX × Y .

If the remainder pointp = [(px, py)] /∈ L∪T ∪R, andt = [(tx,∞Y )] ∈ T \L,
consider first the casetx ≤ px . Then there exist pointsy1, y2 ∈ Y with py < y1 <

y2 and there exist pointsx1, x2 ∈ X with x1 ≤ tx ≤ px ≤ x2. AssumingX has
more than one point, we may choosex1 andx2 to be distinct. Now(x1, y2)‖(x2, y1)

inX×Y , but(x1, y2) ≤ t andp ≤ (x2, y1), so identifyingp andt would introduce
new order onX×Y . In the casetx > px , there existy1, y2 ∈ Y with py < y1 < y2

and there existx1, x2 ∈ X with x1 ≤ px < tx ≤ x2. Now (x1, y2)‖(x2, y1) inX×Y
but (x2, y1) ≥ p andt ≥ (x1, y2), which prevents the identification ofp andt . 2
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Now we consider identification involving remainder points(a, b), (c, d) ∈ (αX ×
ηY ) \ (X × Y ) that are not on the edge. We will see that if there are distinct points
x,w ∈ X with a ≤ x < w ≤ c (or dually ordered) and distinct pointsy, z ∈ Y
with b ≤ y < z ≤ d (or dually ordered), then the remainder points(a, b) and
(c, d) cannot be identified, for this would introduce new order on unrelated points
of the base space (namely, on the unrelated corners of the rectangle{x,w}×{y, z}).
Let us consider the ways in which the prohibiting inequalities above cannot arise.
Supposea < c. Then there are only three possible ways that there are not distinct
pointsx,w ∈ X with a ≤ x < w ≤ c:

Case 1.{a, c} forms an essential pair of singularities (i.e.,a andc are consecutive
points ofαX, and are both remainder points).

Case 2.One point of{a, c} is a point ofX, the other is a remainder point, and
there are no points ofX strictly betweena andc. It follows thata coversc
(or dually) inαX and one of them is a simple singularity. We will refer to this
case by saying{a, c} is aCase2 gap.

Case 3.a, c ∈ αX \ X and there are not two points ofX between them. Unless
{a, c} is an essential singularity (covered in Case 1), this could only occur if
a is an increasing simple singularity,c is a decreasing simple singularity, and
there exists a single pointx ∈ X betweena andc.

DEFINITION 1.5. A pair of oppositely directed simple singularities with a single
isolated point ofX between them (as in Case 3 above) will be called analmost
essential pair of(simple) singularities.An almost essential pair of singularities
encompassesthree points: the two singularities and the enclosed point ofX.

Using the analogy of the threadbare handkerchief, an almost essential pair of sin-
gularities in one of the factors ofX × Y corresponds to a thread isolated between
two open edges (i.e., between two missing threads).

PROPOSITION 1.6.SupposeX andY are totally ordered spaces, andαX and
ηY are ordered compactifications ofX andY respectively. Distinct points(a, b)
and(c, d) from (αX×ηY )\ (X×Y ∪T ∪B∪R∪L) with a ≤ c may be identified
(possibly along with other points) to produce an ordered compactification ofX×Y
smaller thanαX × ηY only if one of the following conditions holds.
(1) a = c ∈ X and{b, d} is an essential pair of singularities ofY .
(2) a = c ∈ αX \X and

(a) {b, d} is an essential pair of singularities ofY , or
(b) b and d are distinct points encompassed by an almost essential pair of

singularities ofY , or
(c) {b, d} is a Case2 gap.

(3) a andc are distinct points encompassed by an almost essential pair of singu-
larities ofX and
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(a) b = d ∈ ηY \ Y , or
(b) {b, d} is an essential pair of singularities ofY , or
(c) d < b and b and d are encompassed by an almost essential pair of

singularities ofY , or
(d) d < b and{b, d} is a Case2 gap.

(4) {a, c} is a Case2 gap and

(a) b = d ∈ ηY \ Y , or
(b) d < b and{b, d} is an essential pair of singularities ofY , or
(c) d < b and {b, d} are encompassed by an almost essential pair of singu-

larities ofY , or
(d) d < b and{b, d} is a Case2 gap.

(5) {a, c} is an essential pair of singularities inX and

(a) b = d, or
(b) {b, d} is an essential pair of singularities ofY , or
(c) b and d are distinct points encompassed by an almost essential pair of

singularities ofY , or
(d) {b, d} is a Case2 gap.

Proof. Supposea = c ∈ X. Note thatb, d ∈ ηY \ Y , and without loss of
generality,b < d. If {b, d} is not an essential pair, then there existsy ∈ Y such
that b < y < d, and therefore(a, y) is a point ofX × Y in the convex hull of
{(a, b), (c, d)}. The point(a, y) could not be separated from the identified point in
aT2-ordered manner. Thus, ifa = c ∈ X, the only way identification of(a, b) and
(c, d) is possible is the case described in (1).

Supposea = c ∈ αX \ X, and without loss of generality,b < d. There exist
pointsa−, c+ ∈ X with a− < a = c < c+. Unless{b, d} is as described in (2),
there exist pointsy, z ∈ Y with b ≤ y < z ≤ d. Now (a−, z)‖(c+, y) in X × Y
and therefore in any ordered compactification ofX × Y , yet (a−, z) < (c, d) and
(a, b) < (c+, y), so identifying(a, b) and (c, d) would introduce new order on
X × Y . Thus, if a = c ∈ αX \ X, identification is possible only in the cases
described in (2).

Supposea andc are distinct points encompassed by an almost essential pair,
and letx ∈ X be the point such thata ≤ x ≤ c. If b = d, the dual arguments
of the first two paragraphs of this proof show that identification is only possible if
b = d ∈ ηY \Y . If b < d and{b, d} is not an essential pair, then there existsy ∈ Y
with b ≤ y ≤ d, and(a, b) ≤ (x, y) ≤ (c, d) prevents the identification of(a, b)
and(c, d). If d < b and{b, d} is not as described in (3), then there existy, z ∈ Y
such thatd ≤ y < z ≤ b. Since{a, c} is encompassed by an almost essential pair,
there exista−, c+ ∈ X with a− ≤ a < c ≤ c+. Now (a−, z)‖(c+, y) in X × Y
but (a−, z) ≤ (a, b) and(c, d) ≤ (c+, y) prevent the identification of(a, b) and
(c, d).

An argument analagous to the preceding paragraph disposes of the cases listed
in (4).
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Supposea 6= c and{a, c} is an essential pair of singularities. Unless we have
the situation described in (5), there are two distinct points ofY between (or equal
to) b andd. If b < d, there exist pointsy, z ∈ Y with b ≤ y < z ≤ d. Because
{a, c} is an essential pair, there exista−, c+ ∈ X with a− < a < c < c+. Now
(c+, y)‖(a−, z) in X × Y , yet(a−, z) ≤ (c, d) and(a, b) ≤ (c+, y). This prevents
the identification of(a, b) and (c, d). Similarly, if d < b, there existy, z ∈ Y
with d ≤ y < z ≤ b, so (c+, y)‖(a−, z) in X × Y . But (a−, z) ≤ (a, b) and
(c, d) ≤ (c+, y) and this prevents the identification. 2
This proposition provides necessary conditions for the identification of non-edge
points ofαX×ηY to get a smaller ordered compactification. That these conditions
are also sufficient will follow from the(f, g) characterization given in the next
section.

Proposition 1.6 could be stated in the more general setting ofT2-ordered exten-
sions ofX × Y that are quotients ofαX × ηY . Compactness was not used in the
proof.

LEMMA 1.7. SupposeX and Y are totally ordered spaces having no simple
singularities. For a totally ordered spaceZ, let σZ denote the smallest ordered
compactification ofZ. The product order≤p on σX × σY is the unique order on
σX × σY that makes this space(with the product topology) an ordered compacti-
fication.

Proof. Note thatσZ exists sinceZ is totally ordered (see [1] or [5]). Since
σX has only essential pairs of singularities filled by single remainder points, every
point a ∈ σX is the limit of monotone nets(a−λ ) and(a+γ ) in X wherea−λ ≤ a ∀λ
anda ≤ a+γ ∀γ . Likewise, each pointb of σY is the limit of nets inY converging
to b from above and below. We first show that≤p is the largest compactification
order onσX × σY . Supposev is an order onσX × σY that makesσX × σY an
ordered compactification ofX × Y . We wish to show that(a, b) v (c, d) implies
(a, b) ≤p (c, d), or equivalently,(a, b) 6≤p (c, d) implies(a, b) 6v (c, d). Suppose
(a, b) 6≤p (c, d). The three cases in which this could happen are considered below.

Case 1: c < a andd < b. From the nets(c−λ ) converging toc from below in
X and the net(b−γ ) converging tob from below inY , construct the net(c−λ , b−γ ) in
X×Y indexed by the product of the indexing sets for the coordinate nets. Similarly,
construct the net(a+ν , b+η ) in X × Y . Now c−λ ≤ c < a ≤ a+ν ∀λ, ∀ν andb−γ ≤
b ≤ b+η ∀γ, ∀η implies (c−λ , b−γ ) ≤ (a+ν , b+η ) in X × Y for any λ, γ, ν, η. In
anyT2-orderv on σX × σY that extends the order≤ onX × Y , we must have
lim(c−λ , b−γ ) v lim(a+ν , b+η ), that is, (c, b) v (a, b). A similar analysis of nets
(c−λ , d−γ ) ≤ (a+ν , d+ν ) in X× Y shows(c, d) v (a, d) not only in the product order
≤p, but in any compactification orderv onσX×σY . To show that(a, b) 6v (c, d),
observe that if(a, b) v (c, d), then transitivity ofv would imply (c, b) v (a, d).
However, since there existc−, a+ ∈ X with c− ≤ c < a ≤ a+ and there exist
b−, d+ ∈ Y with d ≤ d+ < b− ≤ b, we have(c−, b−) ≤ (c, b) v (a, d) ≤
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(a+, d+), yet (c−, b−) 6≤ (a+, d+) in X × Y . Thus, ifv is to extend the order≤
onX × Y , we must have(a, b) 6v (c, d).

Case 2: c < a andb ≤ d. Then there exista−, c+ ∈ X such thatc ≤ c+ <
a− ≤ a and there existb−, d+ ∈ Y such thatb− ≤ b ≤ d ≤ d+. If Y has only one
point, the result is trivial. AssumingY has more than one point, we may further
choose suchb− andd+ ∈ Y with b− < d+. Now (c+, d+)‖(a−, b−) in X× Y , and
using a net argument, we must have(a−, b−) v (a, b) and(c, d) v (c+, d+). Thus,
(a, b) v (c, d)would imply(a−, b−) v (c+, d+), contrary to(a−, b−) 6≤ (c+, d+)
in X × Y .

Case 3: a ≤ c andd < b. Then there exista−, c+ ∈ X such thata− ≤ a ≤
c ≤ c+ and (ifX has more than one point),a− < c+. Also, there existd+, b− ∈ Y
such thatd ≤ d+ < b− ≤ b. Now (a−, b−)‖(c+, d+) in X×Y , (a−, b−) v (a, b),
and (c, d) v (c+, d+). Thus,(a, b) v (c, d) would give the contradiction that
(a−, b−) v (c+, d+) though(a−, b−) 6≤ (c+, d+) in X × Y .

Thus, in each of the three cases,(a, b) 6≤p (c, d) implies (a, b) 6v (c, d). It
follows that≤p is the largest compactification order onσX × σY .

The first part of Case 1 shows that if(c, d) ≤p (a, b) then(c, d) v (a, b), that
is,≤p is the smallest compactification order onσX × σY . 2
COROLLARY 1.8. SupposeX andY are totally ordered spaces having no simple
singularities. For a totally ordered spaceZ, let σZ denote the smallest ordered
compactification ofZ. Then there is a smallest ordered compactification less than
βoX × βoY , and it isσX × σY .

Proof. If X andY have no simple singularities, then they have no unbounded
singularities, no almost essential pairs, and no Case 2 gaps. Thus, by Proposi-
tion 1.6, identification of points(a, b), (c, d) ∈ βoX × βoY is possible only if
a = c and{b, d} is an essential pair, or{a, c} is an essential pair andb = d, or
{a, c} and{b, d} are both essential pairs. All of this “possible” identification has
already occurred inσX × σY , and (again applying Proposition 1.6) no further
identification (of points inσX× σY ) is possible. Thus,σX× σY is topologically
the smallest ordered compactification belowβoX × βoY . Lemma 1.7 shows that
there can be no larger compactification order onσX×σY , soσX×σY is a minimal
ordered compactification belowβoX × βoY . Using the fact that all ordered com-
pactifications belowβoX × βoY are constructed from the identifications described
in Proposition 1.6 and have orders that extend the order onX × Y , it is easy to see
thatσX × σY is the smallest ordered compactification belowβoX × βoY . 2
COROLLARY 1.9. SupposeX andY are totally ordered spaces having only es-
sential singularities. For a totally ordered spaceZ, let σZ denote the smallest
ordered compactification ofZ. If βo(X × Y ) = βoX × βoY thenσ(X × Y ) exists
andσ(X × Y ) = σX × σY .

THEOREM 1.10. If X is a totally ordered space having a simple singularity,Y

is a totally ordered space having a simple singularity oppositely directed from that
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ofX, and neitherX nor Y has unbounded singularities, thenKo(X × Y ) is not a
lattice. In particular,X × Y has no smallest ordered compactification.

Proof. We will exhibit two ordered compactifications belowσX × σY which
have no infimum. SupposeX has an increasing simple singularity andY has a
decreasing simple singularity. Then there exist pointsx ∈ X, a ∈ σX \X, y ∈ Y ,
b ∈ σY \Y such thatx coversa in σX andb coversy in σY . It is easily verified that
an ordered compactification ofX×Y is obtained by identifying(a, b) and(x, b), or
by identifying(a, b) and(a, y) in σX×σY . In any ordered compactification below
these two ordered compactifications, the points(a, b), (x, b), and (a, y) would
have to be identified, and since only convex sets can be identified,(x, y) would
have to be identified along with these points. However,(x, y) ∈ X × Y cannot be
identified with remainder points in any ordered compactification ofX×Y , so there
is no ordered compactification below these two. 2

2. The Basic Case via(f, g) Pairs

To construct the semilatticedKo(X×Y)(βoX × βoY ) of ordered compactifications
belowβoX× βoY whereX andY are totally ordered spaces, we focus on a simple
case in this section. In Section 3 we will see that the general cases can be built up
from variations of this simple case, with a few restrictions on how the simple cases
interact.

The basic building block for the semilatticedKo(X×Y)(βoX × βoY ) is obtained
by consideringX×Y whereX is a compact totally ordered space andY is a totally
ordered space whose only singularities are a single essential pair. LetβoY \ Y =
{α+, α−}, with α+ > α−.

From Proposition 1.6, the only identification of compactification points ofβoX×
βoY = X × (Y ∪ {α+, α−}) is between points of formx+o = (xo, α

+) andx−o =
(xo, α

−), that is, between corresponding points on the open edgesP = X × {α+}
andM = X × {α−}. See Figure 1.

By considering which points ofβoX × βoY are already related to a given point
a ∈ M, it is easy to see that the only additional order involvinga in an ordered
compactification ofX × Y could come from puttinga larger than some closed de-
creasing segment ofP to the left ofa. If we are given an ordered compactification
γ (X×Y ) ofX×Y which is topologically equivalent toβoX×βoY (i.e., one which
differs fromβoX × βoY only in the addition of order), then∀a ∈ M there exists a
largest elementf (a) ∈ P ∪ {−∞} that is less than or equal toa. Here we interpret
f (a) = −∞ to mean thata is not larger than any element ofP . This defines a
functionf:M → P ∪ {−∞}:

f (a) =
{

max{P ∩ dγ (X×Y)(a)} if P ∩ dγ (X×Y)(a) 6= ∅,
−∞ otherwise.
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Thatf is well-defined follows from the fact thatP is compact and totally ordered
and dγ (X×Y)(a) is compact. Similarly, the ordered compactificationγ (X × Y )
defines a functiong:P →M ∪ {∞}:

g(x) =
{

min{M ∩ iγ (X×Y)(x)} if M ∩ iγ (X×Y)(x) 6= ∅,
∞ otherwise.

Thus,g(x) is the smallest element ofM that is greater than or equal tox, with
g(x) = ∞ if no element ofM is greater thanx.

A
A

S
Sr rr rr rr r

a g(x)
−∞ ∞

f (a) x−∞ ∞ P

M

Figure 1.

SinceM = X × {α−} ≈ X ≈ X × {α+} = P , we may considerf andg
as functions fromX to X ∪ {±∞}. Let us extend the topology and order onX to
X ∪ {±∞} by taking∞ and−∞ to be topologically isolated, with−∞ < x <

+∞ ∀x ∈ X. Nowf andg may be extended to functions onX∪{±∞} by taking
∞ and−∞ to be fixed points off andg.

If γ (X×Y ) is an ordered compactification ofX×Y which involves identifica-
tion of points ofβoX × βoY , γ (X × Y ) determines functionsf andg as above. It
is easy to see thatx−o ∈ M is identified inγ (X × Y ) with its corresponding point
x+o ∈ P if and only if f (xo) = xo = g(xo). The set fix{f } of fixed points off
equals the set fix{g} of fixed points ofg, and the points of these sets, excluding
±∞, are the points ofβoX × βoY identified inγ (X × Y ). Furthermore, fix{f }
must be closed: otherwise there would be a net in fix{f } converging to a point
x /∈ fix{f }. As points ofγ (X × Y ), this net of identified points ofβoX × βoY

would converge to the copyx+ of x in P and to the copyx− of x inM, contrary to
uniqueness of limits in a Hausdorff space.

The functionsf and g determined byγ (X × Y ) are increasing and satisfy
f (x) ≤ x ≤ g(x) ∀x ∈ X ∪ {±∞}. Sincex ≤ g(x) andf (g(x)) is the largest
element less than or equal tog(x), we havex ≤ f (g(x)) ≤ g(x). With the dual
argument, this shows thatf andg satisfy thequadruple inequality:

f (x) ≤ g(f (x)) ≤ x ≤ f (g(x)) ≤ g(x) for anyx ∈ X ∪ {±∞}.
The functionsf andg determined by an ordered compactificationγ (X × Y )

need not be continuous, as we will now see. Suppose the compact totally ordered
spaceX is chosen such that its largest and smallest elementsx∞ andx−∞ are not
topologically isolated points. Letγ (X × Y ) be the ordered compactification of
X × Y obtained by adding(x∞, α−) ≥ (x−∞, α+) to the order onβoX × βoY .
Since only one point was added to the graph of the order onβoX × βoY , this is
clearly a closed order. The functionsf andg determined byγ (X × Y ) are given
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by f (x) = −∞ if x /∈ {x∞,∞}, f (x∞) = x−∞, f (∞) = ∞ andg(x) = ∞ if
x /∈ {x−∞,−∞}, g(x−∞) = x∞, g(−∞) = −∞. Now f is not continuous (from
the left) atx∞ andg is not continuous (from the right) atx−∞. The theorem below
summarizes some of our previous results and shows that the one-sided nature of
this example was not coincidental.

THEOREM 2.1. SupposeX is a compact totally ordered space andY is a totally
ordered space whose only singularity is an essential pair. Supposef andg are the
functions determined by an ordered compactificationγ (X×Y ) ∈ dKo(X×Y)(βoX×
βoY ). Then

(1) f andg are increasing.
(2) f andg satisfy the quadruple inequalityf (x) ≤ g(f (x)) ≤ x ≤ f (g(x)) ≤

g(x),∀x ∈ X ∪ {±∞}.
(3) fix{f } = fix{g} and this set is closed.
(4) f is continuous from the right andg is continuous from the left.

Proof. We have already verified (1), (2), and (3). We will showf:M → P ∪
{−∞} is continuous from the right. Supposexλ is a net inM decreasing toa ∈M.
SinceP ∪{±∞} is a compact totally ordered space, the decreasing netf (xλ)must
converge, say tob. Now a ≤ xλ ⇒ f (a) ≤ f (xλ)⇒ f (a) ≤ b. If f (a) 6= b, then
b is strictly larger thanf (a) = the largest element ofP ∪ {±∞} which is≤ a.
Thus,b 6≤ a in theT2-ordered compactificationγ (X × Y ), so there should exist a
decreasing neighborhood ofa disjoint from an increasing neighborhood ofb. But
every neighborhood ofa contains pointsxλ ≥ f (xλ) ≥ b, so every decreasing
neighborhood ofa containsb. This contradiction shows thatf (a) = b, sof is
continuous from the right. 2
THEOREM 2.2. If X and Y are as in Theorem2.1 and f, g are functions on
X ∪ {±∞} satisfying(1)–(4)of Theorem2.1, thenf andg determine an ordered
compactificationγ (X × Y ) ∈ dKo(X×Y)(βoX × βoY ).

Proof.γ (X×Y ) is obtained fromβoX×βoY by interpretingf :M → P∪{±∞}
andg:P →M ∪ {±∞} as

f (x) = the largest element ofP which is ≤ x, and

g(x) = the smallest element ofM which is ≥ x,
with (the two copies, inM andP , of) any fixed points off being identified. Con-
ditions (3) and (4) guarantee that this quotient is compact andT2-ordered, while
conditions (1) and (2) imply that the order on this quotient extends the order on
X × Y . 2
The previous two theorems imply that, withX andY as stated, the elements of
Ko(X × Y ) below βoX × βoY are characterized by the(f, g) pairs of functions
satisfying (1)–(4) of Theorem 2.1 Recalling that adding order to an ordered com-
pactification results in a smaller ordered compactification, it is not difficult to
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see that ifαi(X × Y ) corresponds to(fi, gi), thenα1(X × Y ) ≤ α2(X × Y ) if
and only if f1(x) ≥ f2(x) and g1(x) ≤ g2(x) for all x. It is routine to verify
that if the pair(fλ, gλ) is determined by an ordered compactificationαλ(X × Y )
for every λ ∈ 3, then the pair(infλ∈3 fλ, supλ∈3 gλ) satisfies conditions (1)–
(4) of Theorem 2.1 and thus corresponds to an ordered compactification, namely
supλ∈3 αλ(X × Y ). The dual statement for infλ∈3 αλ(X× Y ) holds if this infimum
exists. Thus,dKo(X×Y)(βoX×βoY ) and the collection of(f, g) pairs satisfying (1)–
(4) of Theorem 2.1 are not only equivalent sets, but also have the same poset struc-
ture. We will see later in this section that an(f, g) pair is completely determined
by f alone.

Condition (1) and the middle two inequalities of condition (2) in Theorem 2.1
imply that(P, g, f,M) is a Galois connection (see Proposition 2.5 below or Propo-
sition 4.1 in [2]). We recall the definition and several basic facts about Galois
connections to streamline our discussion.

DEFINITION 2.3. Consider the posets(P,≤) and (Q,≤′). If f :P → Q and
g:Q→ P are functions such that for allp ∈ P and allq ∈ Q

p ≤ g(q) iff f (p) ≤′ q
then the quadruple(P, f, g,Q) is called aGalois connection.

PROPOSITION 2.4.For any Galois connection(P, f, g,Q),

(1) f andg are increasing.
(2) Each of the functionsf andg is uniquely determined by the other:f (p) =

inf({q ∈ Q|p ≤ g(q)}) andg(q) = sup({p ∈ P |f (p) ≤′ q}).

PROPOSITION 2.5.Let (P,≤) and (Q,≤′) be posets and letf :P → Q and
g:Q→ P be functions. Then the following are equivalent:

(1) (P, f, g,Q) is a Galois connection.
(2) f is increasing, andg(q) = max{z ∈ P |f (z) ≤′ q} for eachq ∈ Q.
(3) f and g are increasing,x ≤′ f (g(x)) for all x ∈ Q andg(f (x)) ≤ x for all

x ∈ P .

The reader is directed to [2] for details on these facts and for a basic introduction
to the theory of Galois connections.

LEMMA 2.6. Supposef is an increasing function on a compact totally ordered
spaceX. Then the functiong onX defined byg(c) = sup{x ∈ X : f (x) ≤ c} is
increasing and continuous from the left.

Proof. Clearly g is increasing. Compactness implies thatg(c) = max{x ∈
X : f (x) ≤ c}. Showing that ifcλ → c from below theng(cλ) → g(c) is
straightforward. 2
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LEMMA 2.7. If f and g are increasing functions on a totally ordered spaceX
satisfying the quadruple inequality, thenfix{f } = fix{g} and this set is closed.

Proof. Sincef (a) ≤ g(f (a)) ≤ a, if a ∈ fix{f } we havea ≤ g(a) ≤ a, so
a ∈ fix{g}. Dually, fix{g} ⊆ fix{f }. If xo is a limit point of fix{f } = fix{g}, then
there exists a netxλ in fix{f } converging toxo. Without loss of generality, this net
converges toxo either from above or from below, and the one-sided continuity of
f or g impliesxo ∈ fix{g} = fix{f }. 2
THEOREM 2.8. Supposef is an increasing function on a compact totally ordered
spaceX ∪ {±∞}, where±∞ are topologically isolated points and−∞ < x <

∞ ∀x ∈ X. Supposef is continuous from the right, andf (x) ≤ x∀x ∈ X∪{±∞}.
Thenf and the functiong given byg(c) = sup{x ∈ X∪{±∞} : f (x) ≤ c} satisfy
conditions(1)–(4)of Theorem2.1.

Proof.Note that compactness impliesg(c) = max{x ∈ X ∪ {±∞} : f (x) ≤ c}
and hence from Proposition 2.5 this is a Galois connection. Thus the inner in-
equalities of the quadruple inequality hold. Furthermore, sincef (x) ≤ x ∀x ∈
X ∪ {±∞}, the definition of a Galois connection gives the outer inequalities. The
other conditions follow from Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7. 2
This allows us to describe the semilattice of ordered compactifications for the
productX× Y whereX is compact and the only singularities ofY are an essential
pair.

COROLLARY 2.9. If X and Y are totally ordered spaces,X is compact, and
the only singularities ofY are one essential pair, thenKo(X × Y ) is semilattice
isomorphic to the set of functionsf as in Theorem2.8ordered by the dual order.

3. Techniques for the General Case

In this section, we consider the progression from the basic case of Section 2 to the
general case. First, we note that ifX is compact andY has only a single simple
bounded singularity, then only slight modifications of the case of Section 2 are
needed. The spaceX × Y considered in Section 2 had two open edgesP and
M which appeared as the middle horizontal segments in Figure 1. IfY has a
simple bounded singularity instead of an essential pair, then one of these edges
P or M will be open and the other will contain points ofX × Y . (Which one is
open depends upon whetherY has an increasing or decreasing simple singularity.)
Identification of points ofP andM would no longer be possible, so the functions
f andg described before can have no fixed points. Indeed,f (a) < a ∀a ∈ X
andx < g(x)∀x ∈ X, so we have functionsf andg satisfying these conditions
comparable to conditions (1)–(4) of Theorem 2.1:

(1′) f andg are increasing.
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(2′) f andg satisfy the stricter quadruple inequalityf (x) < g(f (x)) ≤ x ≤
f (g(x)) < g(x) ∀x ∈ X.

(3′) fix{f } = fix{g} = ∅.
(4′) f is continuous from the right andg is continuous from the left.

By making the inequalities mentioned here into strict inequalities, the arguments
of Section 2 (or direct arguments avoiding references to Galois connections) carry
through to give corresponding results to describe this case, in whichX is com-
pact andY has a single simple bounded singularity. For example, observe that if
(fi, gi)i∈I satisfy the stricter quadruple inequality(2′), thenx < gi(x) ∀i ∈ I im-
pliesx < sup(gi(x)), and substituting inf(fj (x)) for x shows that(inf fi, supgi)i∈I
satisfies the first strict inequality in(2′).

These two basic cases, whereX is compact andY has either one simple bounded
singularity or one essential pair of singularities, are easily extended to the case of
X × Y whereX is compact andY is any totally ordered space with no unbounded
singularities. Let us first introduce some helpful notation for such spacesX andY .

DEFINITION 3.1. Any ordered compactificationγ (X×Y ) ≤ βoX×βoY = X×
βoY determines a(f, g) pair satisfying (1)–(4) of Theorem 2.1 for each essential
pair of singularitiese of Y and a(f, g) pair satisfying (1′)–(4′) for each simple
singularity ofY . For a given essential paire of Y , let QIe denote the set of all
(f, g) pairs satisfying (1)–(4) of Theorem 2.1, ordered by(f1, g1) ≤ (f2, g2) iff
f1 ≥ f2 andg1 ≤ g2. Similarly, for any simple bounded singularitys of Y , let
SQIs be the set of all(f, g) pairs associated withs satisfying (1′)–(4′) above, with
the same order relation.

By Theorem 2.8 and its analog, thequadruple inequality spacesQIe and the
stricter quadruple inequality spacesSQIs can be characterized in terms of func-
tionsf alone. We can then formulate a general theorem.

THEOREM 3.2. SupposeX is a compact totally ordered space andY is a totally
ordered space with no unbounded singularities. LetE be the set of essential pairs
of singularities ofY and letS be the set of simple bounded singularities ofY .
Then the semilattice of ordered compactifications ofX × Y belowβoX × βoY is
isomorphic to∏

e∈E
QIe ×

∏
s∈S
SQIs

with the product order.
Proof.By Proposition 1.6, no identification is possible between points ofβoX×

βoY = X × βoY except between points(x, α+) and (x, α−) where {α+, α−}
is an essential pair of singularities ofY . Order may be added as determined by
(f, g) pairs associated with the singularities ofY , but no additional order between
remainder points associated with different singularities ofY is possible. Thus, the
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semilattice of ordered compactifications ofX×Y belowβoX×βoY is the collection
ofQIe andSQIs spaces associated with the essential pairs and the simple bounded
singularities ofY . The appropriate order on this collection is the product order.2
Of course, ifY were compact andX had no unbounded singularities, a dual argu-
ment would apply. The “slits” in the productX × Y would be vertical instead of
horizontal as depicted in Figure 1. If bothX andY have singularities, then care
must be taken at the intersection of the vertical and horizontal slits. The remainder
of this paper presents two examples to illustrate the techniques used in and the
complexity of such cases. We sketch the details in interest of space and readability.

EXAMPLE 3.3. ConsiderX × Y whereX andY each have one essential pair of
singularities and no simple singularities, so thatβoX = X ∪ {α+, α−} andβoY =
Y ∪ {γ +, γ −}. Each ordered compactification ofX × Y belowβoX × βoY gives a
pair (f, g) associated with the essential pair{γ +, γ −} and a pair(s, r) associated
with {α+, α−} satisfying conditions (1)–(4) of Theorem 2.1. Note thats: {α+} ×
Y ∪ {±∞} → {α−} × Y ∪ {±∞} andr: {α−} × Y ∪ {±∞} → {α+} × Y ∪ {±∞}.
However, the “vertical identification” from the fixed points ofs (and therefore of
r) and the “horizontal identification” from the fixed points off (and therefore of
g) are not independent. Thus, the functions(f, g) and(s, r)must satisfy additional
compatibility conditions. Consider the “corner points”(α−, γ −) = x, (α+, γ −) =
y, (α+, γ +) = z and(α−, γ +) = w as shown in Figure 2.

r rr r
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w

y
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α− α+

γ −
γ +

PPa
r(a)

Z
Z

s(b)

b

Figure 2.

We consider the possible identification of these corner points and label the cases
for reference.

A: No identification between any of the pointsx, y, z,w.
B: x andw are identified to a point, i.e.,α− is a fixed point off . This identifica-

tion implies that the pointsγ − andγ + in the domain ofr are identified to a
single pointγ . We would like to retain a semicontinuous functionr with all the
properties ofr but with this new domain. To do this, we must haver(t) = r(t)
for t /∈ {γ −, γ +} andr(γ ) = r(γ +).
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C: y andz are identified, i.e.,f (α+) = α+. Then with notation analogous to that
in case B,s(γ ) = s(γ −).

D: x andy are identified, i.e.,r(γ −) = γ −. Thenf (α) = f (α+).
E: w andz are identified, i.e.,r(γ +) = γ +. Theng(α) = g(α−).
F: w andy are identified. Notice that this identification is possible but is not the

result of a fixed point of any single functionr, s, f or g. The case occurs when
r(γ +) = γ − and f (α+) = α−, and when this occurs, we must have that
s(r(γ +)) = γ + andg(f (α+)) = α+. Thus, this identification is characterized
by a fixed point ofs ◦ r or g ◦ f at the upper singularity of an essential pair.

The identifications A–F above are the basic identifications, but certain combi-
nations of these are possible:

G: x, y, andw may be identified. This occurs when identifications A and D above
are combined.

H: y, z, andw may be identified. This is the combination of C and E above.
I: {x,w} and{y, z}may be identified to points. This is the combination of B and

C above.
J: {x, y} and{w, z}may be identified to points. This is the combination of D and

E above.
K: {x, y, z,w} may be identified to a point. This is the result of A, B, C, and D

above.

There is a natural lattice structureL for the 11 cases A,B, . . . ,K obtained by
considering the order on the 11 topological compactifications ofX × Y obtained
fromβoX×βoY by performing the identifications indicated by A,B, . . . ,K, and no
other identifications. The semilatticedKo(X×Y)(βoX× βoY ) of ordered compactifi-
cations ofX×Y belowβoX×βoY is now obtained by placing a copy ofQIα×QIγ
in each of the 11 positions ofL and performing the indicated identification on all
of these according to their position inL. There is a “natural” order on this poset:
If s ≤ t in QIα × QIγ ands appears in a position ofL below the position oft ,
then the ordered compactification corresponding tos with the additional “crossing”
identification determined by its position inL is below the ordered compactification
corresponding tot with its additional “crossing” identification determined by its
position inL.

EXAMPLE 3.4. ConsiderX×Y whereX has an almost essential pair of (simple)
singularities andY has an essential pair of singularities, as depicted in Figure 3.

The 11 identifications A,B, . . . ,K among the pointsx, y, z andw as described
in the previous example are still possible, as well as the right translations A′,B′, . . . ,
K ′ of these to the pointsy, u, v and z. Formally, let A′,B′, . . . ,K ′ be the iden-
tifications obtained by substituting(y, u, v, z) for (x, y, z,w) in the definitions
of A,B, . . . ,K. Note that the identification ofy and z is described as C or B′.
The identifications G,H, I, J and K are combinations of A,B,C,D,E and F (for
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example G= B+ D). In what follows, we will allow these (acceptable) combina-
tions of A,B, . . . ,F and will omit references to G, . . . ,K. Likewise, references to
G′, . . . ,K ′ will be omitted.
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z

rr

Figure 3.

Combinations of identifications A, . . . ,F on the left pointsx, y, z,w and iden-
tifications A′, . . . ,F′ on the right pointsy, u, v, z are possible. For example, iden-
tifying {x,w} and {u, v} to points corresponds to the combination of B and C′.
There are “new” identifications only possible due to the almost essential singular-
ity: {x, y, u} may be identified to a point (combine D and D′); {w, z, v} may be
identified to a point (combine E and E′); {w, y, u} may be identified to a point
(combine F and D′); and{w, z, u}may be identified to a point (combine E and F′).
Other identifications of this nature result from (acceptable) combinations larger
than those indicated. For example, combining B,D and D′ (or equivalently, G and
D′) gives the identification of{w, x, y, u}. Now dKo(X×Y)(βoX × βoY ) may be
described in terms of placing copies ofSQI1×SQI2×QI1 into the lattice structure
of the admissible identifications involving combinations of A, . . . ,K,A ′, . . . ,K ′.

We remark that the “crossing” of Example 3.4 is the most complex crossing
type. The case ofX × Y whereX andY each have an almost essential singularity
is not as complex as one may expect due to the fact that there is a point of the base
space in the middle of the “crossing” of the singularities which prevents much of
the cumbersome identification.

As expected, the techniques of the last two examples may be employed for prod-
ucts of totally ordered factors having more bounded singularities. ThendKo(X×Y)
(βoX × βoY ) will be a large product analogous to that of Theorem 3.2, with the
(f, g) pairs subject to the “corner restrictions” at every “crossing”. IfX or Y
have unbounded singularities, then further identification (“drawstringing”) along
the outside edges would be possible, as described in Section 1, and if corner points
nw or se exist, they may be folded over and identified with any interior remainder
point.
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